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WileyPLUS sold separately from text. Kimmel Financial Accounting, 7th Edition provides just the right amount of information students need to come to class prepared, while powerful visuals
and Interactive Tutorials make complex accounting concepts possible to absorb quickly. Starting with the big picture of financial statements first, Paul Kimmel shows students why financial
accounting is important to their everyday lives, business majors, and future careers. This best-selling financial accounting text is known for the most relevant and easy to understand examples,
while teaching students the accounting cycle through the lens of one consistent story of Sierra Corp, an outdoor adventure company.
Updated with the latest developments in the accounting and hospitality fields, Hospitality Financial Accounting, Second Edition covers the basics of financial accounting and then walks you
through analyzing financial statements and dealing with the daily issues you’ll face on the job. In this Second Edition, the authors have provided engaging new coverage and features that
includes new case studies, an expanded section on ethics, new “Accounting in Action” vignettes, applied exercises, and new coverage of casinos, spas, and purveyors.
This package includes a copy of ISBN 9781118162286 and a registration code for the WileyPLUS course associated with the text. Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review
your course syllabus to ensure that your instructor requires WileyPLUS. For customer technical support, please visit http://www.wileyplus.com/support. WileyPLUS registration cards are only
included with new products. Used and rental products may not include WileyPLUS registration cards. Written in a concise, clear, and conversation way, Kimmel Financial Accounting provides
just the right amount of information students need to come to class prepared, while powerful visuals and Interactive Tutorials make complex accounting concepts possible to absorb quickly.
Starting with the big picture of financial statements first, Paul Kimmel shows students why financial accounting is important to their everyday lives, business majors, and future careers. This
best-selling financial accounting text is known for the most relevant and easy to understand examples, while teaching students the accounting cycle through the lens of one consistent story of
Sierra Corp, an outdoor adventure company.
ALERT: The Legacy WileyPLUS platform retires on July 31, 2021 which means the materials for this course will be invalid and unusable. If you were directed to purchase this product for a
course that runs after July 31, 2021, please contact your instructor immediately for clarification. There are two WileyPLUS platforms for this title, so please note that you should purchase this
version if you course code is a 6 digit numerical code. This packages includes a loose-leaf edition of Financial Accounting: Tools for Business Decision Making, 9th Edition, a WileyPLUS
registration code, and 6 months access to the eTextbook (accessible online and offline). For customer technical support, please visit http://www.wileyplus.com/support. WileyPLUS registration
cards are only included with new products. Used and rental products may not include valid WileyPLUS registration cards. Financial Accounting: Tools for Business Decision Making, Ninth
Edition, provides a simple and practical introduction to financial accounting. It explains the concepts students need to know, while also emphasizing the importance of decision making. In this
new edition, all content has been carefully reviewed and revised to ensure maximum student understanding. At the same time, the time-tested features that have proven to be of most help to
students such the student-friendly writing style, visual pedagogy, and the relevant and easy-to-understand examples have been retained.
Accounting: Tools for Business Decision Making, 7th Edition is a two-semester financial and managerial accounting course designed to show students the importance of accounting in their
everyday lives. Emphasizing decision-making, this new edition features relevant topics such as data analytics as well as the time-tested features that have proven to be of most help to
students.
While there is growing interest in IFRS within the US, interest outside the US has exploded. Weygandt's fourth edition of Financial Accounting: IFRS highlights the integration of more US
GAAP rules, a desired feature as more foreign companies find the United States to be their largest market. The highly anticipated new edition retains each of the key features (e.g. TOC,
writing style, pedagogy, robust EOC) on which users of Weygandt Financial have come to rely, while putting the focus on international companies/examples, discussing financial accounting
principles and procedures within the context of IFRS, and providing EOC exercises and problems that present students with foreign currency examples instead of solely U.S. dollars.
This package includes a three-hole punched, loose-leaf edition of ISBN 9781118344262 and a registration code for the WileyPLUS course associated with the text. Before you purchase,
check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that your instructor requires WileyPLUS. For customer technical support, please visit http://www.wileyplus.com/support.
WileyPLUS registration cards are only included with new products. Used and rental products may not include WileyPLUS registration cards. Written in a concise, clear, and conversation way,
Kimmel Financial Accounting 7th Edition Binder Ready Version provides just the right amount of information students need to come to class prepared, while powerful visuals and Interactive
Tutorials make complex accounting concepts possible to absorb quickly. Starting with the big picture of financial statements first, Paul Kimmel shows students why financial accounting is
important to their everyday lives, business majors, and future careers. This best-selling financial accounting text is known for the most relevant and easy to understand examples, while
teaching students the accounting cycle through the lens of one consistent story of Sierra Corp, an outdoor adventure company.
Students get accounting when using Kimmel Financial Accounting with WileyPLUS because we make learning accounting easy and accessible for today's different types of learners. Written in
a concise, clear, and conversation way, Kimmel Financial Accounting provides just the right amount of information students need to come to class prepared, while powerful visuals and
Interactive Tutorials make complex accounting concepts possible to absorb quickly. Starting with the big picture of financial statements first, Paul Kimmel shows students why financial
accounting is important to their everyday lives, business majors, and future careers. This best-selling financial accounting text is known for the most relevant and easy to understand examples,
while teaching students the accounting cycle through the lens of one consistent story of Sierra Corp, an outdoor adventure company. The automatically graded WileyPLUS problem-solving
experience imitates a blank sheet of paper with type-ahead for entering account titles, so that students use recall memory when they practice or do homework online. More students get
accounting when using Kimmel Financial Accounting with WileyPLUS, because they can Read It, See It, Do It - Get It.
Managerial Accounting: Tools for Business Decision Making, 7th Edition by Weygandt, Kimmel, and Kieso provides students with a clear introduction to fundamental managerial accounting concepts. The
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Seventh Edition helps students get the most out of their accounting course by making practice simple. Both in the print text and online in WileyPLUS with ORION new opportunities for self-guided practice
allow students to check their knowledge of accounting concepts, skills, and problem solving techniques and receive personalized feedback at the question, learning objective, and course level. Newly
streamlined learning objectives help students use their study time efficiently by creating a clear connections between the reading and video content, and the practice, homework, and assessments questions.
Weygandt, Managerial Accounting is a best-selling program ideal for a one semester undergraduate Managerial Accounting Course that focuses on teaching students the core concepts. *WileyPLUS with
ORION is sold separately from the text.
Weygandt helps corporate managers see the relevance of accounting in their everyday lives. Challenging accounting concepts are introduced with examples that are familiar to them, which helps build
motivation to learn the material. Accounting issues are also placed within the context of marketing, management, IT, and finance. The new Do It! feature reinforces the basics by providing quick-hitting
examples of brief exercises. The chapters also incorporate the All About You (AAY) feature as well as the Accounting Across the Organization (AAO) boxes that highlight the impact of accounting concepts.
With these features, corporate managers will learn the concepts and understand how to effectively apply them.
To understand a business, you have to understand the financial insides of a business organization. Through a focus on accounting transactions, real-world problem-solving, and engaging industry examples,
Weygandt Financial Accounting, 11th edition demonstrates how accounting is an exciting field of study and helps connect core financial accounting concepts to students' everyday lives and future careers.
Continuing to help students succeed in their introductory financial accounting course for over two decades, this edition brings together the trusted Weygandt, Kimmel, and Kieso reputation with fresh, timely,
and accurate updates to help build confidence and engage today's students.
This text is an unbound, binder-ready edition. WileyPLUS sold separately from text. Students get accounting when using Kimmel Financial Accounting with WileyPLUS because we make learning accounting
easy and accessible for today’s different types of learners. Written in a concise, clear, and conversation way, Kimmel Financial Accounting provides just the right amount of information students need to come
to class prepared, while powerful visuals and Interactive Tutorials make complex accounting concepts possible to absorb quickly. Starting with the big picture of financial statements first, Paul Kimmel shows
students why financial accounting is important to their everyday lives, business majors, and future careers. This best-selling financial accounting text is known for the most relevant and easy to understand
examples, while teaching students the accounting cycle through the lens of one consistent story of Sierra Corp, an outdoor adventure company. The automatically graded WileyPLUS problem-solving
experience imitates a blank sheet of paper with type-ahead for entering account titles, so that students use recall memory when they practice or do homework online. More students get accounting when
using Kimmel Financial Accounting with WileyPLUS, because they can Read It, See It, Do It – Get It.
Make smart business decisions! Recognizing that most students will become managers, and not accountants, Jiambalvo’s Managerial Accounting, Second Edition focuses on the knowledge and skills that
managers need to make good business decisions. Students and instructors alike have praised the clear and concise writing style – discussions are to the point, ideas are illustrated, and examples are
presented to make the ideas concrete. Before you buy, make sure you are getting the best value and all the learning tools you’ll need to succeed in your course. If your professor requires eGrade Plus, you
can purchase it now at no additional cost. With this special eGrade Plus package you get the new text –– no highlighting, no missing pages, no food stains –– and a registration code to eGrade Plus, a suite of
effective learning tools to help you get a better grade. All this, in one convenient package! eGrade Plus gives you: A complete online version of the textbook Over 1,500 problems from the end-of-chapter
problem sets and test bank 2 self-assessment tests per chapter One Demonstration Problem per chapter (a worked out end-of-chapter problem that steps students through that chapter’s key concepts)
Cases, which promote critical thinking and decision-making skills Learning objectives for each chapter eGrade Plus is a powerful online tool that provides students with an integrated suite of teaching and
learning resources and an online version of the text in one easy-to-use website.
"The authors carefully considered how to thoughtfully and meaningfully integrate data analytics into the financial accounting course, and are pleased to provide the following data analytics resources. Data
Analytics and Decision-Making The text provides numerous discussions on how decision-makers are increasingly relying on data analytics to make decisions using accounting information. Accounting
software systems collect vast amounts of data about a company's economic events as well as its suppliers and customers. Business decision-makers take advantage of this wealth of data by using data
analytics to gain insights and therefore make more informed business decisions. Data analytics involves analyzing data, often employing both software and statistics, to draw inferences. As both data access
and analytical software improve, the use of data analytics to support decisions is becoming increasingly common at virtually all types of companies"-College Accounting provides the beginning accounting student with the fundamentals of financial accounting through clear, concise, and easy-to-read text with examples and practice opportunities along the
way. Combining the expertise of successful authors Paul Kimmel and Jerry Weygandt and the perspectives of two community colleges professors, DeAnna Martin and Jill Mitchell, this resource is the perfect
blend of solid, time-tested content and a new streamlined design of embedded charts, lists, and illustrations that help students grasp difficult concepts.
Financial AccountingTools for Business Decision MakingWiley
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